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Coalition Next is:

1. An open healthcare ecosystem of 

public and private organizations

2. That combine their expertise in an 

agile process 

3. To accelerate the widespread 

implementation of innovative 

health solutions 

4. Together with health providers

Coalition Next Belgium is based on the success of Coalition Next in 
France. The initiator of this initiative is Digital Pharma Lab, an 
independent Digital Health & PharmaTech accelerator in Europe. They 
will manage the operations of the ecosystem. 

The Founding Committee, an ecosystem of public and private 
partners, will be the driving force behind the entire ecosystem. 

Christophe Jauquet, a Belgian Health Business expert, is charged to 
manage this Belgian ecosystem. 

COALITION NEXT BELGIUM
Mission  
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COALITION NEXT - WHAT IS IT ?
An open healthcare ecosystem of public and private organizations that combine their 

expertise in an agile process to accelerate the widespread implementation of innovative 
health solutions, together with health providers

Health industry Digital health startups 

Public institutions Hospitals, health 
professionals and 

patient associations
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Founders Committee

Belgian hospitals, patient associations, home 
care and pharma & medtech companies defined 
the priority needs within the Belgian healthcare 
ecosystem together. The needs have been 
translated into the strategic objective of the 
Coalition for 2022. (see slide 7)

Via a call for projects, each of the founding 
members will look into selecting and deploying 
innovative health solutions that meet those 
priority needs. (see slide 10 - the Call For projects)

Governance

COALITION NEXT - HOW IT WORKS?

Ethics Committee

An ethics committee has been established to 
facilitate and safeguard sound decision making in 
this public-private collaboration. 
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COALITION NEXT - A GROWING GROUP OF FOUNDERS
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The overall strategic objectives for 
Coalition NEXT 2022 are (1) to improve 
the patient experience and (2) to 
generate value-based patient outcomes 
in integrated care.

To achieve this objective we are looking 
for solutions that help us with the 
following three themes: 

1. Enabling prevention and/or an 

accurate access to healthcare

2. Accelerating the diagnosis and/or 

optimising the treatment pathways

3. Smoothening the process of remote 

care

COALITION NEXT BELGIUM
The 2022 strategic objective 
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1. 
Enabling prevention 

and/or an accurate access to healthcare

2.
Accelerating the diagnosis and/or 

optimising the treatment pathways

Coalition NEXT is looking for solutions that help people 
to manage their health and detect a potential risk or 
early onset of a disease or health condition. The solutions 
should allow individuals to easily understand the 
insights, recommendations and the call to actions from 
it. The access, awareness and understanding of the data 
by an individual should be a first actionable step to reach 
out to and access the appropriate healthcare providers.

Coalition NEXT is looking for solutions that facilitate a 
faster diagnosis by healthcare professionals or for 
solutions that support the diagnosed patients with 
treatment access and adherence. These solutions should 
guarantee the highest quality of care by integrating in 
the respective pathways that improve the coordination 
between the patient and the Healthcare Professional, 
amongst the Healthcare Professionals, and/or between 
different healthcare organisations.

THE 2022 STRATEGIC OBJECTIVE - 3 themes (1/2) 
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THE 2022 STRATEGIC OBJECTIVE - 3 themes (2/2)  

Coalition NEXT is looking for solutions that support 
patients to stay in the environment they want to 
be treated, managed or monitored.  These 
solutions should create value for all stakeholders 
and facilitate a multi-disciplinary, hybrid and 
integrated care collaboration to avoid admission, 
support early dismissal, or prevent re-admission in 
hospitals. Solutions should impact efficiency in the 
process by optimising or centralising aspects such 
as: 

● patient monitoring (data insight, treatment adherence), 
● patient interventions (medical tests, early warning 

notifications with personalised thresholds, just-in-time and 
first-time-right interventions, coaching, treatment 
decisions), 

● patient education (digital literacy, disease progress, 
symptoms, necessary actions towards HCPs) and/or 

● patient experience (with a focus on the interpersonal, 
emotional and care experience for patients, their family, 
network and caregivers).

3. 
Smoothening the process of 

remote care
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COALITION NEXT BELGIUM
The Call For Projects 

1. What? What are the topics?

2. Where? What’s the target region?

3. How? What’s the process?

4. When? What are the timelines?

5. Why?  What’s in it for you?
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THE CALL FOR PROJECTS - THE TOPICS 

In the first half of 2022, the founding members of Coalition NEXT Belgium have collaborated with each other to 
identify the key priority needs in het Belgian healthcare system, with a focus on the hospital setting. From this 
several weeks of intense work, the Coalition has defined the 2022 strategic objective for Coalition next along with 
three themes that would help achieve this. 

The topics of this Call for project are the three themes Coalition NEXT Belgium wants to improve in Belgium. Via a 
call for projects, each of the founding members will look into selecting and deploying innovative health solutions 
that meet the 2022 strategy and the priority themes identified.

2022 Strategy (see slide 7) :
The overall strategic objectives for Coalition NEXT 2022 are 

1. to improve the patient experience and 
2. to generate value-based patient outcomes in integrated care. 

3 themes (see slide 8-9) :
● Enabling prevention and/or an accurate access to healthcare
● Accelerating the diagnosis and/or optimising the treatment pathways
● Smoothening the process of remote care
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● Belgium 

● Luxembourg

● Germany

● The Netherlands

● France

● Switzerland

Solutions will be implemented in Belgian Hospitals and home care organisations. But Coalition NEXT Belgium is looking 
beyond Belgium for innovative solutions. For organisatory reasons, Coalition NEXT Belgium decided to actively search for 
solutions by start-ups and innovative companies in Belgium's neighboring countries. This means that there is no 
communication efforts done in other countries for this Call For Projects. However, start-ups from all over the world are 
free to apply as long as they are capable to implement their solution locally in Belgium. 

THE CALL FOR PROJECTS - GEOGRAPHICAL SCOPE
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THE CALL FOR PROJECTS - THE 4-STEP PROCESS

Selection 
Committee

Deployment 
Committee

Call for projects

The Founding members of Coalition 
NEXT Belgium evaluate the dossiers 
that were submitted against the 
selection criteria and select the 
most interesting dossiers to move 
to the next stage 
(see slides 20 for selection criteria)
(see slide 24 on how to apply)

Healthcare providers and private 
companies indicate the start-ups 
they are interested in deploying.

Implementation 
workshops

In-depth analysis
Due diligence, choice of 

beneficiary, etc.

3

Eligibility check
Evaluation against the 

eligibility criteria 
(see slide 18-19)

1 2 4

We are 
here

2 3 4
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SELECTION COMMITTEE

September End-October December

APPLICATION PERIOD

PROVISIONAL PROGRAM - THE PLANNING

DEPLOYMENT COMMITTEE

Deployment Workshops

~ 6 weeks

Deadline = 31st of October (12h CET)

ELIGIBILITY CHECK

IN-DEPTH ANALYSIS

January 2023

1

2

3

4

feedback

feedback

feedback
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THE CALL FOR PROJECTS - WHAT’S IN IT FOR YOU? 
1. FOCUS ON IMPLEMENTATION: Coalition NEXT focuses on accelerating the widespread implementation of 
innovative digital solutions in the Belgian hospitals and home care organisations. 
➢ If you are looking for institutions to implement your solution, than this Call For Project is just for you. 

2. THE RIGHT TARGET: This Call For Projects is based upon the actual needs in the Belgian Healthcare 
ecosystem, as it has been created together with the stakeholders that want to find and implement solutions. 
➢ If you have a solution that meet one of the three themes, then you are certain to bring your solution to 

the right parties who are really interested in potentially implementing it.

3. ONE FOR ALL: The process of this Call For Projects is done together for all hospitals, home care 
organisations and pharma & medtech companies. However, each member can individually decide to 
implement your solutions. 
➢ In one effort you present to multiple potential clients who each can decide separately to work with you. 

This Call For Projects provides you with multiple opportunities with only one effort.

4. GROWING COALITION : Today, this Coalition is an ecosystem of several dozen potential clients or partners. It 
is expected that the Coalition will be grown even bigger by the time solutions are being selected and 
implemented. 
➢ The potential of Coalition NEXT will only grow in the coming weeks, months and years. This could be an 

important step towards a widespread implementation of your solution in Belgium. 
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THE CALL FOR PROJECTS - WHAT’S IN IT FOR YOU? 
5. SUPPORTED IMPLEMENTATION: Time and resources often lack within healthcare organizations to 
implement new solutions. Within Coalition NEXT, private companies are included in the process to potentially 
support the implementation of your solution with time and resources. 
➢ Coalition NEXT can take away one frequent hurdle in convincing customers to implement your solution.

6. WINNING IS THE BEGINNING: In France, start-ups that were implemented in different hospitals via 
Coalition NEXT attracted a lot of interest from other hospitals and even Venture Capital firms. Implemented 
start-ups grew exponentially in the months after. 
➢ Winning this Call For Projects and being implemented in different healthcare organization is a public 

confirmation of the value you provide. This confirmation will allow you to grow exponentially in and 
beyond Belgium.

7. LOSING IS NOT THE END: Even if an immediate (funding for) implementation is not obtained through this 
Call For Projects by Coalition NEXT, your solution has been put on the Belgian map. It might open up 
opportunities in other Call For Projects, separate members might contact you for individual implementation 
outside of the scope of Coalition NEXT, or your solution might have gained the interest from other 
stakeholders (eg. local digital accelerators, patient associations, etc…) 
➢ Participating in this Call For Projects is opening the door to an entire healthcare ecosystem. Even when 

not winning this Call For Projects now, there are still plenty of opportunities that can be attained 
outside of Coalition NEXT. 
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- Call for projects 

● Eligibility check  - Eligibility criteria

● Selection Committee - Selection Criteria

● In-depth analysis

● Deployment Committee

- Implementation Workshops

1

2

3

4

COALITION NEXT BELGIUM
Call for projects: the process 
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To investigate whether solutions are eligible to participate in this Call for Projects, each company needs to complete an 
online form with some brief standard questions on their solutions. These answers will be evaluated internally prior to 
the Selection Committee. Each solution that meets the eligibility criteria will then go through the selection process 
executed by the Coalition of hospitals, home care companies, pharma & Medtech companies and Start-up accelerators

At first, each dossier needs to comply with some basic conditions:
● Is the dossier submitted in time?
● Is the dossier submitted in English?
● Is the dossier duly completed?
● Is the submitting company from Belgium, Luxembourg, France, The Netherlands, Germany or Switzerland?

For practical reasons, the following information will be requested to complete into an online form. 
● Is the company a registered private company? Companies submitting together need to assign one dedicated 

offering party that will remain responsible and the SPOC throughout this process.
● Is the submitting company willing to work towards implementation by working together with care institutions 

and other private companies? 
● Is the submitting company available to engage in the implementation within the first six months of 2023 ?

ELIGIBILITY CHECK 1/21
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● Describe the solution in no more than one sentence (less than 200 characters). 
● Is the described solution already on the market, used by clients or patients? 
● What objective of Coalition NEXT does the solution meet? 
● Does the solution fit one or more of the three dedicated themes? 
● Describe in one sentence how the solution meets the request of one of the 3 themes?
● For whom is the solution made? 
● For what pathology is the solution made? 
● Is the proposed solution compliant with the relevant regulations (GDPR, CE mark, Belgian regulations..)?
● If not, can it be proven that steps are being undertaken to meet those regulations? 
● Is your team professionally proficient in English?
● The purpose is to implement the solution in the Belgian Healthcare environment. To what extend (%) is the 

submitted solution robust and ready yet to be implemented in Belgium? 
● Describe in one sentence (less than 200 characters). What still needs to be done?
● How long is the financial runway of the submitted solution? 3-6-9-12-18-24 months + N/A
● If the company has raised money, what round have you already closed? Pre, Seed, A,B, N/A
● If you are preparing to raise money within the next 9 months, what round are you focusing on? Pre, Seed, 

A,B, N/A

1 ELIGIBILITY CHECK 2/2
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Every founding member of Coalition NEXT Belgium is part of the Selection Committee. They will evaluate the 
dossiers based on the 9 selection criteria as presented on the next slide. These criteria are primarily focused on :

● The company information 
● The suggested solution
● The implementation (what’s needed to implement in the Belgian healthcare ecosystem)

Selected solutions must first undergo a more in-depth analysis (step 3) before pitching their solution to the 
Deployment Committee (step 4). 

(see next slide for selection criteria)
(see slide 24 on how to apply)

SELECTION COMMITTEE 1/22
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Financial situation, solvability, investors, 
technology, history, business model, 
maturity, different solutions, ethical 
business,…

The Company

What’s the robustness of the team, e.g. the 
complementarity, diversity, scientific board, 
...

The Team

The number of existing clients/partners, 
received client/partner feedback,...

The Client/ Partners

The fit with one of the Coalition NEXT 
themes / needs, i.e. Prevention, diagnosis & 
treatment, remote care

The fit with the needs

The robustness of the solution, e.g. technical 
robustness, previous cases, business model, 
impact measurement, clinical studies, 
helpdesk, safety, data safety, health 
promotion ease of use, clear USP & value 
proposition via competitive analysis...

The Solution

The fit with the Coalition NEXT Belgium 2022 
strategy, i.e. patient experience - integrated 
care)

The CNB Strategy fit How much support is needed from Coalition 
NEXT to implement within the hospital, eg. 
money, human resources, introduction, time, 
insights about Belgian market,...

What is needed for a long term 
collaboration, e.g. willingness & commitment 
to collaborate, licences, integration in EHR, 
interoperability, investment, potential 
reimbursement,...

Support needed

Long-term potential

Is the solution ready to be implemented? e.g. 
local requirements, CE certification, mHealth 
pyramid, interoperability, EHR integration, 
language...

Readiness

THE COMPANY THE SOLUTION THE IMPLEMENTATION

These are the different selection criteria that will be evaluated in the dossier

2 SELECTION COMMITTEE 2/2
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After the Selection Committee, the selected dossiers will then first undergo an additional due diligence by the 
experienced team of Digital Pharma Lab. The selected dossiers that are approved will be invited to pitch their 
solution to the Deployment Committee. (see next slide)

IN-DEPTH ANALYSIS3
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Selected start-ups and innovative companies will be invited to pitch their solution to entire group of founding 
members of Coalition NEXT Belgium.

Before the committee:
● Members of Coalition NEXT Belgium will receive the presentation beforehand
● A start-up Manager will accompany & prepare the start-ups and innovative companies for their 

presentation

The Deployment Committee:
● 5 to 6 pitches will be held per weekly deployment committee
● Each pitch takes 20 min (= 10' presentation + 5' Q&A + 5' exchange within the committee) 
● Coalition partners will each have the opportunity to indicate their interest in a particular solution/pitch. 

After the committee
● In case one or more Coalition partners (healthcare providers ànd private companies) are interested in the 

same solution, “Implementation Workshops” will be organised between the startup and the interested 
Coalition partners. Purpose of these meetings is to define the scope and timeline of the implementation 
together with all parties involved. The potential collaboration to implement your solution must be finalised 
between the interested parties together during these Implementation Workshops.

● Rejected startups will be contacted and will receive feedback. 

DEPLOYMENT COMMITTEE4
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COALITION NEXT BELGIUM
How to apply? 

1. Complete the online form

2. Upload elevator pitch online

3. Upload a dossier conform expectations
3.1. The Company information (max 5 pages)

3.2. The suggested solution (max 5 pages)

3.3. The implementation (max 5 pages)

1

2

3
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HOW TO APPLY? 

It is required to apply only via the link below. The 
application consists of completing an online 
form and uploading a file in accordance with the 
requirements described in the next slides.

Application link

⚠Be aware: when you close the browser page 
before submitting, the information will be lost. 
Complete the form when you have the dossier 
and your elevator pitch ready and submit 
everything at once. 

(see next slides for the dossier requirements)

https://airtable.com/shrRbwqQADryBofOT
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To investigate whether solutions are eligible to participate 
in this Call for Projects, each company needs to complete 
some standard questions on their solutions. These answers 
will be evaluated internally before going through the 
actual Selection Committee that is executed by the 
Coalition of hospitals, patient associations, home care and 
pharma & medtech companies. 

The online form is used during the different steps of the 
process, but also for the administrative management and 
categorisation (themes, pathology, etc...) of your file. 
Please make sure that this information is accurate. 

⚠Be aware: when you close the browser page before 
submitting, the information will be lost. 
Complete the form when you have the dossier and your 
elevator pitch ready and submit everything at once. 

1 ONLINE FORM - 20 basic questions (max 7min) 

https://airtable.com/shrRbwqQADryBofOT
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Coalition NEXT offers every submitting party to include a 1-minute video that answers these particular 
questions:

Grab this is exceptional opportunity to personally convince the evaluators to invite you to pitch your 
solutions to them during the Deployment Committees.
But do remember this is an elevator pitch. Be aware that we do not except videos longer than one minute.

Why does your company participates in this Call for Projects?

What solution would help Coalition NEXT Belgium in their objective?

How ready are you to be implemented in the Belgian healthcare system?

1-min video

2 ELEVATOR PITCH 
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DOSSIER REQUIREMENTS - GENERAL 

Format:
The dossier is expected to be in a horizontal powerpoint or pdf format. 
● For readability reasons, the font sizes used in the dossier cannot be smaller than pt. 14.
● For practical and organisatory reasons, the size of a dossier cannot exceed 15 pages, including the 

header page. 

Content:
The dossier consists of 3 parts. Each part of the dossier is limited to a maximum number of pages. 

1. The company information (≤ 5 pages)
2. The suggested solution (≤ 5 pages)
3. The actual implementation (≤ 5 pages)

(See on the next slides what information Coalition NEXT will be evaluating in your dossier.)

3
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✓ What is the mission and vision of the company?

✓ Are there any particular values you consider worth important sharing with us?

✓ Is there any part of the history of your company that we need to know about in this context?

✓ Has your company won any awards, or prices in the past?

✓ What is the business structure of your company?

✓ What makes your team composition and expertise bound for success? 

✓ Does the members of your board and/or scientific committee play an important role in your business?

✓ How many real projects have you executed?

✓ What projects or clients would you like to brag with, because they are a good reference for this Call for 

Project by Coalition NEXT Belgium?

3 DOSSIER EVALUATION - THE COMPANY 
≤ 5 slides
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✓ What is the technology that you are using? How is it dependent of other technologies?

✓ What service or experience are you particularly providing to whom?

✓ Is the solution backed in or proven by science? Are there clinical studies being executed currently?

✓ What is the value proposition you offer to clients?

✓ How does (or doesn’t) your value proposition differs from competition?

✓ What the business model behind your solution?

✓ What is the pricing model that you apply to your clients?

✓ Do you already have some client and/or user feedback that confirms the value you are providing?

✓ What added value do you provide to the objectives of Coalition NEXT Belgium (i.e. patient experience and 

integrated care)?

✓ What added value do you provide to the 3 themes of Coalition NEXT Belgium? (i.e. Prevention, diagnosis & 

treatment, remote care)

3 DOSSIER EVALUATION - THE SOLUTION 
≤ 5 slides
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✓ To what extent is your solution ready to be implemented in Belgium? What is potentially missing 

(language, integration, knowledge about the local legislation, software,...?)

✓ How much time and what support is needed from whom to implement your solution? 

✓ What is required from the healthcare organization to implement your solution? (investment, human 

resources, change management,...) 

✓ What are the KPI’s you would put forward in the implementation of your solution?

✓ What is needed to ensure a long term collaboration (e.g. license fees, subscriptions, devices leased)

✓ Please explain whether you are compliant with regulations such as CE certification, GDPR,…

✓ Indicate what your timelines are related to further comply to such regulations, if currently not the case.

✓ Where are you now on the mHealth Pyramid? What are the steps you plan to undertake by when?

✓ Are you integrated in any Electronic Health Record, either international or local ones?

✓ How do you ensure interoperability with other systems? Are your already interoperable with some?

✓ Are you envisioning a 3rd party reimbursement of your solution (governmental, insurance, ..)?

✓ Are you foreseeing any other integration, compliance-related or other activity in the near future?

✓ Will your future roadmaps or investment rounds positively impact the implementation even more?

3 DOSSIER EVALUATION - THE IMPLEMENTATION 
≤ 5 slides
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GPDR

The information provided in the application form is used for the different selection phases but also the 
administrative management of your file. Please ensure the accuracy of this information as much as possible.

The information collected on this form is recorded in a file computerised by D2A SAS - 69 boulevard Pereire 75017 
Paris as part of applications for the 2022 call for projects of "Coalition Next Belgium". The data collected will only 
be communicated to the Digital Pharma Lab team (D2A SAS) and the teams of the members of "Coalition Next 
Belgium" involved in the evaluation of applications for the Call For Projects 2022.

D2A SAS owns the brands: “Digital Pharma Lab” and “Coalition Next”.

The data is kept for a maximum period of 2 years. You can access the data concerning you, rectify it, request its 
deletion or exercise your right to limit the processing of your data. Visit the 
https://www.dataprotectionauthority.be/citizen website for more information on your rights.

To exercise these rights or for any questions about the processing of your data in this device, you can contact us 
via: coalitionnext.aap2022@digitalpharmalab.com

https://www.dataprotectionauthority.be/citizen
mailto:coalitionnext.aap2022@digitalpharmalab.com
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COALITION NEXT BELGIUM
Any questions? 

coalitionnext.aap2022@digitalpharmalab.com

mailto:coalitionnext.aap2022@digitalpharmalab.com

